General guide for Go Speak!©
portable sound system
STEP 1

• Unpack speaker, power supply, power cord, and necessary audio cable from case. Open speaker and place on sturdy surface.
STEP 2

• Connect power supply to power cord, and plug into electrical outlet. Ensure volume controls are turned all the way down.
STEP 3

• Connect audio source to “line in” input on speaker. Use proper cable for corresponding audio source (laptop, CD Player, etc.)
STEP 4

- Turn speaker unit on. LED light should shine red to indicate power. Ensure “mute” button is released, (in the “up” position, with LED light for mute off).
STEP 5

• Play source audio. SLOWLY turn master, and line volume knobs clockwise to desired levels.
STEP 6

• If you don’t hear any audio, ensure that the cables are fully inserted, and in the correct outputs at the source end (ex: laptop, CD player)
STEP 7

- At session’s end, shut off speaker, disconnect cables, and neatly return to carry case.
STEP 8

- Please remember that this is a GENERAL help guide, as there are many variables when dealing with presentation equipment. Please contact our main office at (631) 632-9400 for further assistance.